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SUMMARY

The prestack image volume can be defined as a cross-
correlation of the source and receivers wavefields for non-zero
space and time lags. If the background velocity is kinemati-
cally acceptable, this image volume will have its main contri-
butions at zero lag, even for complex models. Thus, it is an
ideal tool for wave-equation migration velocity analysis in the
presence of strong lateral heterogeneity. In particular, it allows
us to pose migration velocity analysis as a PDE-constrained
optimization problem, where the goal is to minimize the en-
ergy in the image volume at non-zero lag subject to fitting the
data approximately. However, it is computationally infeasi-
ble to explicitly form the whole image volume. In this paper,
we discuss several ways to reduce the computational costs in-
volved in computing the image volume and evaluating the fo-
cusing criterion. We reduce the costs for calculating the data
by randomized source synthesis. We also present an efficient
way to subsample the image volume. Finally, we propose an
alternative optimization criterion and suggest a multiscale in-
version strategy for wave-equation MVA.

INTRODUCTION

Full waveform inversion relies on fitting the data in a least-
squares sense and may yield velocity models and images with
a spectacular amount of detail. This success relies heavilyon
the availability of low frequencies and long offsets in the data
and requires suitable optimization strategy (cf. Bunks et al.,
1995; Pratt et al., 1996; Shin and Cha, 2009). Still, a kinemat-
ically acceptable starting model has to be provided. Especially
for the deeper part of the model that is not sampled properly
by diving waves. Such a starting model may in principle be
obtained by wave-equation migration velocity analysis. Here,
the velocity is selected to optimally focus an extended image
volume. This image volume consists of the correlation of a
source and receiver wavefield at non-zero space and time lag.
The traditional RTM image is obtained by extracting the zero-
lag section from the extended image volume according to the
traditional imaging condition.
The idea of introducing redundant coordinates in the image
domain goes back to the ‘survey-sinking’ concept of Claer-
bout (1985), and many variants have been considered over
the years (MacKay and Abma, 1992; Berkhout, 1997; Rickett
and Sava, 2002; Sava and Fomel, 2006; de Hoop et al., 2006;
Yang and Sava, 2010). Stolk and de Hoop (2006) showed that
such extended image volumes – in contrast to image volumes
obtained by data-binning procedures– are essentially artifact-
free, even for complex models. Shen and Symes (2008) formu-
lated a PDE-constrained optimization problem based on these
extended images (see also Mulder and van Leeuwen, 2008).
Just as the RTM image is the gradient used in FWI, the ex-
tended image volume can be interpreted as the gradient corre-
sponding to an extended modeling operator where the velocity

is replaced by a non-stationary convolution operator (Symes,
2008b). This extended velocity operator allows for non-physical
interaction over distance. Hence, the physically feasibleveloc-
ity is a diagonal operator and this may serve as non-linear ex-
tension of MVA. However, the formidable computational cost
and memory requirements involved in applying and forming
the prestack image volume prohibits application of this con-
cept to large scale problems.
In this paper we discuss the use of randomized dimensional-
ity reduction to reduce the costs involved in linearized wave-
equation MVA. In conjunction with this we propose a multi-
scale inversion strategy. The main topics are:

• Randomized source synthesis. We randomly super-
impose sources to reduce the costs of computing the
wavefields that constitute the extended image. (Her-
rmann et al., 2009; Krebs et al., 2009; Haber et al.,
2010; Neelamani et al., 2010)

• Subsampling the image volume. To avoid ever form-
ing the image volume, we consider only calculating the
action of the image volumekernel on a vector, with-
out ever explicitly forming the whole image volume.
When the vector is a unit vector corresponding to a
point scatterer, we can interpret this as redatuming the
source to the location of the scatterer and subsequently
redatuming the receivers to all points in the subsurface.
This allows us to efficiently subsample the image vol-
ume.

• Multiscale inversion. We propose an alternative cri-
terion to measure the focusing of the extended images.
The criterion is based on a Gaussian weighting func-
tion, which was earlier proposed for data-domain ve-
locity analysis (van Leeuwen and Mulder, 2008). The
width of the Gaussian can be used to control the scale
at which the focusing is measured. In the extreme case
of the width going to zero, the approach reduces to the
stack-power criterion. Now, we can adapt the param-
eterization of the model to the degree of subsampling
of the extended image and the width of the Gaussian
weight. This immediately suggests a multiscale inver-
sion strategy; start out with a very sparse subsampling
of the extended image, a large width of the Gaussian
and a very smooth medium parameterization, and grad-
ually move to finer scales to add more detail to the ve-
locity model.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the non-
linear extended modeling framework and formulate the corre-
sponding constrained optimization problem. From this, we de-
rive a constrained formulation for the traditional wave-equation
MVA approach. We then discuss the use of simultaneous sources
in this setting and show how we can efficiently compute the
action of the extended image on a vector. We illustrate the in-
terferometric interpretation and give an example of extended



images for a simple model. Finally, we discuss the multiscale
inversion strategy and illustrate the multiscale behaviorof the
proposed focusing criterion with a numerical experiment on
synthetic data.

THEORY

We represent data and wavefields as monochromatic matrices,
where the column index serves as the shot-index (cf. Berkhout,
1985). The data are modeled as:

H[m]U = Q, (1)

D ≡ F [m] = PU, (2)

whereH = [ω2m+∇2] is the Helmholtz operator for frequency
ω and squared-slownessm; Q represents the sources, andP
samples the wavefield at the receiver locations. Symes (2008a)
proposed to replace the velocity with a non-stationary convo-
lution operator with kernelM, whose elementsmi j describe
the interaction between gridpointsi and j. The resulting non-
linear formulation of MVA is then given by

min
M

||A⊙M||2 s.t. ||F[M]−D||2 ≤ σ , (3)

where|| · || is used to denote both theℓ2 norm for vectors and
the Frobenuis norm for matrices,⊙ denotes element-wise mul-
tiplication (the Hadamard product) andA typically penalizes
off-diagonal energy (i.e.,ai j ∝ ri j, whereri j is the Euclidean
distance between gridpointsi and j), though other penalties
are possible as we will see later on. The costs for modeling the
data can be formidable, sinceM is a full matrix.
SeparatingM into a diagonal part,m, a perturbation∆M and
linearizing w.r.tm yields:

min
m,∆M

||A⊙∆M||2 s.t. ||F [m]+∇F [m]∆M−D||2 ≤ σ , (4)

where∇F [m] is the linearized Born modeling operator. We
can now turn this into an unconstrained optimization problem
by eliminating the constraint approximately via

∆M[m] = ∇F [m]∗(F [m]−D) =
X

ω
ω2ℜ(VU∗), (5)

where

H[m]U = Q, (6)

H[m]∗V = P∗(PU −D). (7)

This leads to the more traditional optimization formulation of
wave-equation MVA (Shen and Symes, 2008; Symes, 2008b).
Alternatively, we may consider a deconvolution of the wave-
fields (cf. Herrmann, 2009) or a linearized inversion of the con-
straint to arrive at a ‘true amplitude’ extended image.
The computational costs of the approach now lie in computing
the wavefields (eq. 6, 7) and computing their outer product to
form the extended image (eq. 5). Next, we discuss two strate-
gies to reduce these costs.
Simultaneous sources
We reduce the cost of computing the wavefields by random-
ized source superposition (Herrmann et al., 2009; Krebs et al.,
2009; Neelamani et al., 2010; Haber et al., 2010). In our matrix
notation, a randomized supershot is given by

q̄ = Qw, (8)

wherew is a vector with i.i.d. random entries with zero mean
and unit variance. In the remainder of the paper, dimensionality-
reduced quantities will be denoted with a bar ¯·. We denote a
batch of randomized sources as

Q = QW, (9)

whereW is a matrix whose columns are the randomized source
codes. The number of columns – the batchsize – then deter-
mines the number of simultaneous sources used. The extended
image volume can now be approximated by

∆M ≈ ∆M = VU
∗
= VWW ∗U∗. (10)

Note that1
N WW ∗ → I, whereN is the batchsize, if we increase

the batchsize, so we can increase the accuracy of our estimate
by increasing the batchsize.
Probing the image volume
Instead of forming the image volume kernel explicitly, we con-
sider computing only its action on a vector. The action of the
image volume kernel on a vector,y = ∆Mx, can be efficiently
computed as follows.

1. solve the forward equation (eq. 6) forU and calculate
z = U∗x.

2. usez as stacking weights for the rhs (∆D = (PU −D))
of the adjoint equation (eq. 7):H∗[m]y = P∗∆Dz

This means that, given the source wavefieldU , we can calcu-
late the action of the image volume on a vector forone addi-
tional PDE solve (per frequency). Of particular practical value
is the casex = ei, the ith unit vector. U∗ei then represents
the Green’s function from the sources to a single scattering
point, indicated byi. The vector∆Dz can then be interpreted
as the response from a redatumed virtual source located at the
subsurface scattering point. The vectory is now the image
of the source computed by time-reversal, as is done in source
localization (Mantzel et al., 2010, for example). The differ-
ence with source-localization is that one wants to determine
the source location, given the medium velocity. Here, we want
to do the opposite: given the source location, determine the
medium velocity. Note that the time-reversal may also be in-
terpreted as a redatuming of the receivers in accordance with
the ‘survey sinking’ concept introduced by Claerbout (1985).
A schematic depiction is given in figure 1. Such an interfero-
metric interpretation of the image volume is also presentedby
Vasconcelos et al. (2010). Note that it also bears resemblance
to the CFP concept, where∆M would be the ‘reflectivity ma-
trix’ (Berkhout, 1997). In practice, we would pick a number
of subsurface points, possibly informed by a migrated image,
and calculate the image volume for these points.
Example
We generate ‘observed’ data for the model depicted in figure
2 (a) for 61 equispaced sources, 301 equispaced receivers and
frequencies [3:0.5:25]Hz . The extended image for a single
scatterpoint is depicted in figure 3 for the velocity:mtrue+
αδm for α = {−500,0,500} m/s. The velocity perturbation,
δm, is depicted in figure 2 (b). The corresponding simultane-
ous source-images (∆M) for 10 simultaneous sources are de-
picted in figure 4. Although the use of simultaneous sources
introduces some cross-talk artifacts in the image volume, the
focusing is still distinct.



MULTISCALE INVERSION STRATEGY

The traditional formulation of MVA measures the amount of
focusing with anannihilator that penalizes off-diagonal en-
ergy. Alternatively, this may be translated into taking a deriva-
tive with respect to transform-domain redundant coordinates
such as angle (cf. de Bruin et al., 1990; Rickett and Sava, 2002;
Sava and Fomel, 2006; Stolk and de Hoop, 2006). However,
these annihilators are derived under idealized high-frequency
assumptions under which the extended image will collapse to
a diagonal matrix for the correct velocity. As seen in the previ-
ous examples some artifacts are present in these images, how-
ever. These are due to finite-frequency and finite-aperture ef-
fects and, in case of simultaneous sources, cross-talk between
the different sources. To mitigate the influence of these arti-
facts somewhat we propose to measure the amount of focusing
as follows:

φ [m] = ||Gσ ⊙∆M[m]||2, (11)

wheregi j ∝ exp[−r2
i j/σ2], whereri j denotes the Euclidean

distance between gridpointsi and j. The correct velocity model
will then maximize this functional. This approach can be seen
as a generalization of the stack-power criterion, which arises
if we let σ ↓ 0. Such a weighted norm was earlier found to
be useful for data-domain velocity analysis (van Leeuwen and
Mulder, 2008).
The corresponding optimization problem is then given by

max
m∈B

X

i∈I

||(Gσ ei)⊙ (∆M[m]ei)||
2, (12)

whereI is the set of points for which we want to evaluate the
extended image andB is an appropriate basis that will ensure
smoothness of the model (cubic splines, for example). The
freedom to choose the setI , the basis and the scale immedi-
ately suggests a multiscale inversion strategy:

1. Choose initial set of pointsI0, initial scaleσ0 and ini-
tial basisB0

2. Solve
mk+1 = argminm∈Bk

P

i∈Ik
||(Gσk ei)⊙ (∆M[m]ei)||

2

3. Choose a finer gridIk+1, a smaller scaleσk+1 and a
‘less smooth’ basisBk

4. Repeat 2-4

As the algorithm proceeds to finer scales, the behavior of the
misfit approaches the stackpower criterion, which has been
shown to be equivalent to the least-squares criterion (cf. Stolk
and Symes, 2003). Thus, this gives us a natural way to proceed
from velocity analysis (for largeσ ) to FWI (asσ ↓ 0).
In contrast to the annihilator,A, the domain of influence ofGσ
is relatively small. This has two advantages:i) the influence
of the cross-talk introduced by using simultaneous sourcesis
automatically reduced, andii) we may consider stacking the
extended images for several subsurface points and weighing
them with the stacked weights. The computational gain here
lies in the fact that we would only have to evaluate the action
of the extended image on one vector to evaluate the misfit for
several subsurface points.

Example
We evaluate the focusing power for the three subsurface points
indicated in figure 2 for the modelm = mtrue+ αδm for var-
ious scales. We normalize the focusing power with the norm
of the extended image itself. The result for all sources and
10 simultaneous sources is shown in figure 5. The focusing
power for the simultaneous sources shows very similar behav-
ior as the one for all the sources. This suggests that the com-
putational cost of forming the extended images can be reduced
significantly by employing simultaneous sources without af-
fecting their sensitivity to velocity errors. The scale parameter
controls the width of the basin of attraction of the focusing
criterion.

CONCLUSIONS

The non-linear extended-modeling formulation would in prin-
ciple allow us to combine velocity analysis and waveform in-
version in a consistent manner. In particular, it promises a
formulation of wave-equation MVA that incorporates nonlin-
ear effects, such as multiple scattering, that are usually ig-
nored in traditional MVA. However, the formidable compu-
tational cost involved has so far hampered its application to
large scale problems. The linearization of the full non-linear
extended modeling problem leads to a constrained formulation
of the more traditional wave-equation MVA approach. The
constrained formulation tries to optimally focus the extended
image subject to fitting the data. The computational costs here
lie in modeling the forward and adjoint wavefields that consti-
tute the extended image and forming the whole image volume.
We apply randomized source encoding techniques to reduce
the costs of modeling the wavefields. The corresponding ex-
tended image exhibits very reasonable focusing behavior even
though the randomized sources introduce some cross-talk arti-
facts. We then consider spatially subsampling the image vol-
ume. The extended image for one point can be efficiently cal-
culated at the cost of one extra PDE solve, given the source
wavefield. Since the energy in the extended images is local-
ized, we may calculate the images for several points simultane-
ously. In particular we may apply randomized source encoding
to the subsurface sources. Finally, we propose an alternative
focusing criterion that may be seen as a generalization of the
stack-power criterion. The focusing penalty is a Gaussian with
a prescribed width, which allows us to determine the scale at
which we measure the misfit. The Gaussian weight also auto-
matically reduces the influence of the crosstalk introducedby
using simultaneous sources. The freedom to choose the set of
points at which we evaluate the extended image and the scale
allows for a multiscale/layerstripping inversion strategy. We
investigate the behavior of the focusing criterion for various
scales for a simple model and find that ‘region of convexity’ is
proportional to the scale.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of interferometric interpretation
of the extended image volume. The data are (kinematically)
equivalent to the Green’s function fromxs to xr (a). Upon corre-
lating with the Green’s function fromxs to x0 (the source wave-
field) we obtain the response from a virtual source located at
x0 (b). Finally, correlation with the Greens function fromxr to
every point in the subsurface (the receiver wavefield) yields the
response of the virtual experiment depicted in (c).
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Figure 2: (a) Smooth velocity [km/s] with three point-scatterers,
used in the examples. (b) Velocity perturbation [km/s].
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Figure 3: Image volume for single scattering point, indicated by× for (a) low velocity, (b) correct velocity and (c) high velocity.
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Figure 4: Image volume computed with 10 simultaneous sources for single scattering point, indicated by× for (a) low velocity, (b)
correct velocity and (c) high velocity.
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Figure 5: Focusing power for various scales:σ = {50,100,200} m (blue,green,red), for (a) all sources. (b) 10 simultaneous sources.
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